渠成集

English Writings

Writing A Postcard

1D Mark Cheng

Dear Anna,

A Diary Entry

1D Wong Yun Kwan

Dear Diary,

Hi from Tai Tam! I’m in a country camp. I came here with my class-

In the morning, I went to King’s Park to have hockey training. After

mates. I’m taking a break now. I’ll play football with my classmates soon. I’ll

that, I was hungry and hot. Therefore, I went back home quickly. My mother

have a barbeque this evening.

asked, “John, would you like to eat now or later?” I replied, “I would like to

On Saturday, we have many activities such as tennis, cycling and
swimming. I like swimming and going sightseeing. In the evening, we even
have a karaoke competition! It is fantastic!
On Sunday, we will go hiking and go for a picnic. The next activity is a
basketball competition. I like playing basketball too. So, I’ll join the competition. At 5 p.m., we’ll go home. This camp is really wonderful, isn’t it?

eat now.” My mother gave me some food. To my surprise, the food was really
good. I ate a lot, so I wasn’t hungry anymore. Then, my mother let me play
computer games and I played happily.
In the afternoon, I went to a beetle shop because I keep some beetles
as pets, so I wanted to buy something for them.
In the evening, I went back home and ate some food. My mother and
I had a long chat.

See you when I come back on Sunday!
Bye for now,
Mark

Well, I had a lot of fun today, but now I’m tired. Time for bed!
Good night, Diary.

Teacher’s Feedback : Good use of tenses and vocabulary in writing this
postcard. Appropriate genre and style are used.
Readers would be pleased as different types of ac-

Teacher’s Feedback : The content of the diary entry is coherent and well-

tivities are mentioned together with feelings of the

organized. It is better to add more feelings. (Miss

participants, which provides a lively picture of the

Chan Lai Yee)

camp. (Miss Wong Siu Fung)
Food For Thought : It would be more interesting if more persons are
mentioned. What are the names of the classmates

Food For Thought : It is good to chat with your family so that they can
have more understanding about you. Do you chat
with your parents every day?

or teachers who go to the camp? What do they do
and enjoy doing at the camp? Does anything special happen to any one of them?
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